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karl young
from sighting d.a.levy (2001)

There are odd (at times comic, at times almost eerie) reasons why levy needs good textual
editors. levy's opus bristles with typos that are no more than that. It wouldn't matter much if
typos such as these were simply corrected, as it would not matter at all if the typos in my works
of the period were cleaned up. But typos wander in and out of language full of other
characteristics. Most often, levy warped individual words according to pronunciation, the needs
of scoring the text for reading, puns, and a full range of neologisms. In many poems, at least



one such variation appears in every line. They are necessary, and so are editors who can
distinguish them from typos. What happens to the poetry if the deliberate and integral
neologism, puns, phonetic scores, elided words, and so forth get ironed out or standardized by
an editor? Typos and some textual variations arose from the rapid and not particularly careful
circumstances of production. This could include not only changes from one edition to another,
but also such conundrums as those arising from altering or replacing mimeo stencils in
mid-printing. If levy had been nothing but the wild-eyed lunatic of the mythology, someone
whose death mattered more than his life, this wouldn't mean much. But he was more than that.
His conception of poetry was fluid and volatile, leading him to perpetually reshape and rethink
the nature of language as he went. On one level, you could see this as an act of rebellion on
one of the most basic scales. On another, this constant rethinking and reworking of words,
syntax, and sentence structure forms an integral part of the sense, the sound, and the feel of
words as used in everything from speech to advertising to the playing of games. This practice
was often inextricably bound to what I can only call conceits, in the 17th century sense of the
term. In this respect, levy bears an uncanny similarity to John Donne, who could spell the same
word three different ways within a dozen lines, for reasons that run from sound properties to a
particular kind of wit, which could include horny grinning and metaphysical speculation, in a
manner not altogether foreign to levy. It's also interesting to note that Donne's secular poems,
some considered obscene or blasphemous by the norms of the day, circulated in hand-copied
fascicles, essentially the mimeo or samizdat of his era. Comparison with someone like Donne
may help break the gestalt of levy hagiography, but shouldn't be pressed too closely. And the
textual difficulties presented by levy's work leave an editor with different sets of problems. On
one hand, the texts demand emphatic and accurate attention to what may seem minor details
and idiosyncrasies to preserve both the sense and the spontaneity of the work. On the other,
slavish adherence to correctness goes against the spirit of levy, and could be just as misleading
as the outlaw mystique.
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Dan Waber
from Response to Questions About d.a.levy

I also gain from levy’s publishing efforts the ability to recognize in publishing what I’d previously
learned in a career in the restaurant industry. What I learned on the line during the rushes was
that there are three ways to do everything. There’s a right way, a wrong way, and a right NOW
way. You can get buried if your drive for artistic perfection is untempered by a passion to get it
finished. The right way is theoretical, the wrong way is a disaster, the right NOW way is what
gets urgent work done. The right now way sees a need and doesn’t – no, it's more accurate to
say and can’t – wait for all the stars to line up, for all the perfect materials to be in hand. The



right now way sees what needs to be done and asks: how can we make what we have do what
we want done? When the question is phrased this way action is implicit and cannot fail to
happen.
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Bob Grumman
May 1992

By now it should be apparent that a signal virtue of this book is its bringing levy himself, through
his friends' reminiscenses of him, to life. Literary Biography and Social Document-- as just these
two things alone, Zen Concrete is well worth buying. But its greatest value is as a collection of
levy's art.
That begins with Zen Concrete, 1967, which consists of a sequence of what levy called
"experiments in destructive writing." Its first page contains something that apparently was a
poem, but all its letters have been blacked out. Trivial? Perhaps. But considered as a kind of
drawing of literary process, it begins to say more than On one level it says not of silence but of
silenced writing--and this no doubt refers, in part, to the attempt of the police in Cleveland to
silence levy as a poet by twice arresting him for purveying obscenity. But it also speaks of the
poet's disappointment with his medium. Also, the canceled words look like they're seeping
larger, flowing toward the paper's edge, or even misting upward off it, into subtler expression.
Other things that cross the mind: that some portions of the poem are only lightly scratched out,
and others heavily, and passionately, defaced suggests the poem's personality--as does its still
apparent shape. As a composition its author turned against, it is amusing, too, particularly at its
start, where lines between lines had to be canceled--as if the poet, dissatisfied with his effort
first tried to rewrite the beginning of it, then gave up. The title, "Selected Writings," which is left
unmarked at the top of the page with levy's name and the year of composition, suggests
something of the artist's sardonic self-contempt for his presuming to work up an Ouevre out of
matter better blacked out.

Ingrid Swanberg
(1997)

I'd like to turn now to levy's destructive writing poems. The "experiments in destructive writing"
of the Zen Concrete and The Tibetan Stroboscope sequences are Concrete poem-collages
largely composed of heavily ink-saturated fields of "text", in which words are darkened and
blurred beyond legibility. Words and lines slip, cloud, grow, bend, change, appear, disappear
and decompose on the page. Fragments of Buddhist scripture, photo images from
contemporary "skin magazines," images from sacred (erotic) Tibetan and Indian art, and ironic
typewritten captions are sometimes embedded into the syntax formed by the saturated fields of



darkened text. These embedded images seem to gain the character of the obliterated
typography, and to sink into its obscurity. There is a mood of annihilation; a subtle reference to
censorship. The overwhelming effect is a sense of great immediacy, direct transmission, a
ground zero impact. A frequent response to these poems (when a response is not refused out of
hand--this itself, of course, being a response) is laughter.

Geof Huth
April 15, 2004

In the 1960s, the poet d.a. levy used a method of cancellation he called destructive writing by
first collaging together found images and found and original text and then obliterating large
sections of the text with swaths and puddles and oceans of black ink. His technique is one of
the most dramatic forms of cancellation (second only to the rare total cancellation of a text), and
examples of it appear (or disappear) in The Tibetan Stroboscope.

Joel Lipman
(2007)

levy's "destructive writing" remains a unique accomplishment in poetry for its skeptical lucidity
regarding content/form, its fusion and unity as a verbo-visual text, its cerebral shapeliness and
typographic suggestiveness. d.a.levy's destructive writing is so sensual I can almost taste and
feel its resonant odor, bite and bleed.

Actualized on the page, the sparest of the destructive poems [compositions such asblack
photon, acid yantra, galactic waystation or ting smoke] are poems where preconsidered content,
hand, technology and technique yield to gesture. These are not about. They are pure mark.
That a poet of levy's lexical power could fluidly transfer his visionary intent to such urgent,
uniquely indelible texts has always amazed and inspired me.

The persistence of levy's accomplishments stand as more remarkable when considered in the
context of Ingrid Swanberg's comment in the introduction to zen concrete & etc. that levy was
"...acutely aware of the irrelevance of the poet to an utilitarian culture…[that] he took this
nothingness as his ground…." Perhaps d.a.levy the poet, as visceral meat, lacks relevance, but
the poems as objects resound and endure. As language objects, levy's poems burn, stagger,
stun, assault, vaporize and ultimately transform social complacency and, paradoxically, jettison
despair.



Karl Young
(2007)

Even with the best maintenance of a machine, mimeo tended to be sloppy. I didn’t like this and
used a process called slip sheeting. As each sheet came out of the cylinders, I dropped in a
piece of cardboard so that the ink would not set off on the next page to follow it, and to minimize
smearing or blurring on the side just printed. Clearly, although I appreciated and made use of
the roughness around letters, I was too young and too dumb to realize how much else I lost with
this fastidiousness. levy thought it was funny. He initially started setting up pages in such a way
that any smearing or set-off that occurred contributed to the feel of immediacy and personal
contact of the publication. This seems to have been largely an intuitive process. I don't know
how he did it, since many mimeo productions done more or less the same way simply looked
tacky. Taking a cue from blurs and set-off, levy began overprinting texts, sometimes for visual
effects alone, sometimes as a technique to obscure some words while leaving others visible,
creating a new text out of an old. A number of other mimeographers had reversed stencils,
printing texts backward. This was almost invariably done to produce results that were merely
cute. levy worked reversed stencils in conjunction with other print runs to produce meaningful
interactions of directions. His most resourceful use of mimeography came from over-inking
stencils. Slight overinks were one of the perennial annoyances for veteran mimeographers. In a
number of late works levy achieved a surprising range of text alteration and abstract graphics
through various degrees of over-inking and cylinder impression. The initial results of these prints
were often single sheets which he then had reprinted offset so as not to disturb the imbalance
he had set up. In this process, he had completely jumped over the standard limitations of
mimeo, turning it from one of the most tediously restricted forms of letter reproduction into the
tool for one of the most dynamic forms of visual poetry of the era. If readers see the mimeo
revolution as a time of literary resurgence in such centers as New York and San Francisco, it’s
important to realize that the medium as an art form achieved its highest accomplishment in
Cleveland, by a poet who wanted to civilize that city by making it comparably creative to other
places.
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